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EDITORS COMMENT

A

s the only subscription publication
serving the drinks trade, Harpers Wine
& Spirit is the go-to source for readers
seeking authoritative and informed
content across the whole spectrum of the
production, supply and retail chain, based on a fully
engaged and decision-making readership.
Dedicated solely to the drinks sector for almost 150
years, Harpers continues to explore and address
the issues and topics affecting all those in the trade,
delivering the latest news, analysis, insights and
features – up to date information and views that
will help trade stakeholders plan and drive their
businesses forward.
Our in-depth coverage spans producers and the
myriad categories of wines, spirits and beers
that they produce, along with agents, importers,
distributors and wholesalers, and both on and
off-trade retailers, plus associated trades and
professions.
With a digital first policy working across a multimedia platform that includes Harpers Wine & Spirit
magazine, harpers.co.uk, newsletters and news alerts,
plus a growing roster of popular industry focused
events, Harpers is the pre-eminent publication for
those looking to stay informed of the latest industry
developments and news as they happen.
As well as informing, inspiring and entertaining
Harpers provides drinks professionals with the
insights and tools needed to thrive in today’s
challenging conditions, Harpers is your one-stop
source of comprehensive research, analysis and
industry opinion.

At the heart of
the drinks trade

Andrew Catchpole
Editor

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054
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“Harpers offers the UK wine trade an
insight in to what’s actually happening in
the marketplace. At a time when time is
precious, Harpers provides a one-stop-shop
of meaningful and thought-provoking content
for all areas of the business.”

“I don’t let a week go by without reading
through Harper’s bulletins and consulting
the website half a dozen times. For news and
updates on all things wine, beers & spirits, it’s
a must go-to. The SITT wine tasting events are
also a necessity”

“Harpers is an essential read as it keeps me
up to date with happenings in the UK and
global wine business. Without it, I’d spend
much more time in search of information, or
in not so blissful ignorance, so I’m thankful
when each issue of Harpers appears.”

ANDREW SHAW,
WINE BUYER DIRECTOR MATTHEW CLARKE/BIBENDUM

CHARLIE YOUNG,
CO OWNER, VINOTECA

DAVID GLEAVE,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, LIBERTY WINES

Harpers.co.uk
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CIRCULATION
Harpers circulation encompasses buyers and influencers
from across the UK wine & spirits trade across all sectors
from both the on and off-trade including:
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘

Supermarket buyers
Multiple buyers
High street chains
National and regional drinks
wholesalers
↘↘ Independent retailers

↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘

Wine merchants
Sommeliers
Restaurants
Independents and group operators
Gastropubs
Bar owners

READERS

28,540

Average monthly
readership

15,500

Registered users

27,500

Twitter followers

ONLINE

146,575

Page views per month

69,467

Unique visitors per month

PLATFORM

4%

Tablet

27%

Mobile

69%

Desktop

Harpers.co.uk

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054

PRINT RATES
PRINT ADVERTISING RATES

SPECIAL RATES

Size

1-3 Insertions

4-9 Insertions

10+ Insertions

Option

Rate (full run)

Dps

£4645

£4180

£3763

Cover wrap (full page wrap: 4 sides)

£13700

Full page

£2556

£2301

£2071

Cigarband

£5750

Half page

£1444

£1300

£1169

Bellyband

£9250

Quarter page

£920

£829

£745

Front gatefold

£6750

Outside back cover

£2,754

£2,458

£2,193

Back gatefold

£5750

Inside front cover

£2954

£2658

£2393

Tip-on (based on client supplying print)

£2500

Inside back
cover

£2754

£2458

£2193

Full page/cover rate

£4,750

INSERTS RATES

PRINT RECRUITMENT RATES
Size

Price

Full page

£2163

Half page

£1313

Quarter page

£779

Eigth page

£468

PRINT ADVERTORIAL RATES
Full page

Price

Final artwork supplied

£2556

Assets & copy supplied / HWS to design

£2722

HWSTR to commission & design (photography not inc.)

£3037

DPS

Price

Final artwork supplied

£4645

Assets & copy supplied / HWSTR to design

£4838

HWSTR to commission & design (photography not inc.)

£5099

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054

Weight

Price

0-9g

£1716

10-19g

£1768

20-29g

£1820

30-39g

£1872

40-49g

£1924

50-59g

£1976

60-69g

£2028

70-79g

£2080

80-89g

£2132

90-99g

£2184

Inserts: Please note that a 15% premium will be charged for issues with extra
distribution. Costs are available for supplements and in-bound inserts on premium
stock quoted depending on your requirements. Please contact us if you wish to
discuss.

Harpers.co.uk

ONLINE RATES
DIGITAL
Position

Size in pixels

Rate

Full page takeover

Super Leaderboard Top & Bottom, MPU or Video, Half Page, Background Banner

POA

Background banner

1600 x 1050 maximum not animated

£1000 per week

Super Leaderboard

970 x 90

£400 per week

Premium MPU (above the fold)

300 x 250

£800 per week

MPU

300 x 250 maximum 4 rotations

£650 per week

2 week Job Listing

Lineage advert

£200

4 week Job Listing

Lineage advert

£400

NEWSLETTERS & MAILERS

Harpers.co.uk registered users c.15,000 recipients, On-trade database c.12,000 recipients,
Off-trade database c.1,200 recipients OR Wholesalers c.200 recipients.
Newsletter Advertising

Price

Daily Newsletter

£190 per day
£710 per week

Bespoke Mailer

Price

Exclusive mailer - targeted database available

£1,525

Harpers.co.uk

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054

SUPPLEMENTS
Our supplements are a key part of our schedule giving
us the chance to really focus in on a particular sector,
region or country across a range of dedicated features
and face to face activities. The supplements work
as a valuable information resource for buyers, with
information on trends for both on and off-trade. In
addition each supplement includes a tasting panel and
discussion, bringing together all sectors of the trade.
Our supplements aim to give a holistic view of what’s
happening in the UK trade.
Each of our supplements benefits from an unrivalled
circulation – full run Harpers and full run within our
sister title Drinks Retailing News as well as key trade
shows throughout the year.

PARTNER PACKAGES

We aim to work with a select number of supplier
partners for each supplement and provide a range of
packages to not only include print advertising but also
online, face2face and tailored advertorial content.

cocktails

THE RISE OF THE
APERITIVO

APERITIVO

Alice Lascelles: The aperitivo category

has experienced phenomenal growth in
the past few years. What is behind it?

Roisin Stimpson: Our food culture has

grown up a lot in the UK and I think
drink culture is now catching up too.
British palates have really evolved.

Loris Contro: I agree – eight years ago
people were definitely not ready for
bitter!

REPORT 2019

AL: Twenty or 30 years ago the big

trend was vodka, of course, which
is completely the opposite end of
the spectrum, flavour-wise. All the
messages used to be about neutrality
and purity and smoothness. Now the
pendulum has swung the other way
and people are looking for much more
assertive, complex, botanical flavours.

Mukesh Kejriwal: There has been a big

fashion more generally for all things
Italian. Peroni played a really big part in
that. The Polpo restaurants also did a great job of spreading
the idea of aperitivo culture. They were among the first to get
onto it.

The lighter side of
cocktail culture
A revolution in taste and a move to lighter drinking occasions formed the crux of Harpers’ roundtable in
association with Campari on the growth of the aperitivo moment. Alice Lascelles rounds up the debate

Sukinder Singh: People now want to sit outside whenever

possible. You get a lot more bars with outside areas now,
which really fits with that whole idea of aperitivo culture.

RS: People these days want brands with real heritage, and a

lot of the aperitivo brands have that. Campari in particular
has history, culture and beautiful artwork. It’s about a more
sophisticated way of living.

MK: Ease and speed of serve have been key to the success of
drinks such as the Aperol Spritz in the on-trade. If you’re a
pub that wants to do cocktails that won’t leave you with a
big queue building up, it’s ideal. It’s also got a great GP – much
better than a pint of beer.
RS: Yes, the aperitivo has been a great revolution for the pub.

BITTERNESS, APPETITE & FOOD
AL: Food is an integral part of the aperitivo experience in Italy,

isn’t it? You never have a drink without a little something to eat
on the side.

Valentina Zampini: Yes – the bitterness of the aperitivo is designed
to sharpen the appetite. The word itself comes from the Latin
‘aperire’, which means ‘to open’. The food, the drink – each one
enhances the other.
AL: In the UK we’ve seen food become a much more important

part of the picture for wet-lead outlets in the past few years.
It used to be enough for a pub or bar just to offer a few peanuts,
but you can’t really do drinks any more without offering a
menu of bar snacks, at least. The aperitivo moment really plays
into that.

JB: Yes – and also the trend for sharing plates, small plates, in

restaurants. That fits really
naturally with aperitivo
culture. Once you introduce
food, it’s no longer just
a drink, it’s a moment, a
ritual. You are embracing an
experience.

AL: At Vermuteria you

specialise in this kind of
aperitivo-friendly food.
Jonathan – do you have any
advice for outlets that might
want to introduce something
along these lines to their
menu?

Valentina Zampini
Beverage buyer,
Carluccio’s

Roisin Stimpson
Director,
Speakeasy
Entertainment
(Nightjar and
Oriole)
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Mukesh Kejriwal
Spirits sales
director,
Bibendum

Sukhinder Singh
Director,
The Whisky
Exchange

Jonathan Benoliel
General manager,
Vermuteria

Loris Contro
Account manager,
Campari

Alice Lascelles
Drinks columnist,
Financial Times

JB: There are lots of authentic
things you can do using
ready-made ingredients:
pickled artichoke hearts,
tinned anchovies, olives,
cheese, charcuterie. Things
that require virtually no prep.
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LIST OF SUPPLEMENTS FOR 2020

↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘

South America
Innovation Report
Australia
Cocktails
France
Spain

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054
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BESPOKE PROJECTS
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
WATER
8%

100k

10

Reduction in water use
at their wineries through
2017

Gallons of water saved
by switching to ultraviolet sanitation at the
Sonoma winery

93

93%

of water recycled
at the Gallo Glass
plant each year

For E&J Gallo
Winery sustainability
comes naturally

F

rom the very beginning, E&J Gallo
Winery has been defined by its
unwavering commitment to the
environment. More than 85 years
ago co-founders Ernest and Julio
Gallo introduced an innovative
approach to land conservation
known as the 50/50 Give Back plan. For every acre
of land planted with vines, one acre of property was
set aside for wildlife habitat.
Today, Gallo maintains the same passion for
preserving the land, water and air for future
generations. The family-owned company focuses
on five key remits to conserve and preserve
its local environment. Water management,
green energy generation, RRR (reduce, reuse,
recycle), conservation and community projects
form the foundation of Gallo’s commitment to
sustainability.

WATER MANAGEMENT

Gallo considers water stewardship critical to the
long-term viability of wine production in California
and has pledged to achieve a 3:1 water to wine ratio
by 2020, which, if achieved, would be “industry
leading”, according to the producer.

Developments in water management have
already been made both in the vineyard and
the winery. Gallo recently partnered with IBM
Research on a “smart” irrigation system – a
combination of weather reports, satellite imagery
and remote sensor data regarding soil conditions
to deliver precisely the right amount of water to
each vine.

GREEN ENERGY INITIATIVES

As a company, Gallo has invested heavily in solar
operations – 10 acres of solar panel fields have been
installed over the last five years, generating more
than 11m kilowatt hours of electricity since 2015.
Creative solutions such as building an
integrated wastewater and energy plant at
its winery in Livingston, California, where
wastewater and pomace is converted into
electricity through biological reaction that
generates a natural bio-gas, have resulted in
offsetting its energy usage by 20%.

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE (RRR)
Deeply committed to continuously improving
processes, reducing its carbon footprint and
preserving natural resources, Gallo recognises

ENERGY

25%

Reduction in energy use
at their Central Valley
facilities

Acres of solar panel
fields installed in the
Central Valley and
Central Coast over the
last five years

20%

Energy offset by making
biofuel from grape skins,
seeds and stems at the
Livingston Winery

Reduction of volatile
organic compound
(VOC) emissions by their
spirits facility

14

Tons of plastic and
cardboard recycled at
their Central Valley sites
annually representing
an 87% recycling rate

80

80%

Reduction in smog
forming materials after
Gallo Glass switched to
oxygen-fired furnaces

IN THE COMMUNITY

“As a family-owned
business spanning
five generations,
we have a long
history of conducting
our business in a
sustainable manner,
considering the social,
environmental and
economic impacts in
every decision.
Respect for the
land, respect for one
another, respect for
the communities
where we operate and
always seek to improve
– we consider this our
legacy to future generations.”
JOESPH E GALLO, CHIEF
EXECUTIVE

Gallo is proud to support a variety of non-profit
organisations, community events, scholarships and
more. This includes its employee matching gift
programme that doubles employee contributions up
to $5,000 annually. This empowers employees to
direct much of the company’s charitable giving.
The impact and importance of these efforts
became clear in the wake of the 2017 wine
country fires. Gallo employees from around the
globe donated substantially to area non-profits,
which the company matched 2:1. As a result, the
company donated $1m to the recovery efforts.

NATURE

Gallo considers protecting natural resources
paramount to sustaining its local communities.
Where possible, introducing alternative pest
management practices such as sheep, falcons, barn
owls and other alternatives, while reducing the
need for traditional agricultural pest management
materials.
More than just protecting natural wildlife,
Gallo has actively reintroduced endangered and
threatened species, including the coho salmon,
the riparian brush rabbit and the kestrel.
From the vineyard and the winery to bottling
and distribution, Gallo has made preservation of
natural resources and the sustainability of their
business practices at the heart of everything it
does. Not just for the environment but also its
local community.
Harpers Wine & Spirit August 2019 19

Experience
The Original
Strawberry
Gin

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

In the UK,
flavoured gin
drove more
than half of
gin’s 2018
year-on-year
sales growth.
Three quarters
of that has
been driven
by pink gin.
(Source: WSTA
December)

» “We have a
rich heritage
and marry
traditional
customs of
distillation
with modern
techniques
to craft our
drinks”
» Margaux
Maupate

OPTIONS

↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘

New, vibrant pink gins have undeniably
shaped the drinks landscape over the last
few years – and the brand that started
it all, Puerto de Indias, has now officially
launched in the UK!

B

RECYCLE

98%

that reuse and recycling are important tools in
achieving this. Currently, nearly 175,000 tons
of glass is diverted from landfills annually, which
accounts for more than 30% of all recycled glass
in California.
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ased in the heart of Andalucia, Puerto
de Indias Strawberry Gin is the first
and best-selling strawberry gin in the
world, launching in its native Spain five
years ago. It was an immediate hit, so it
comes as no surprise that it is credited
with the proliferation of pink gins on
the market both in Europe and further afield.
With millions of bottles sold in its Spanish homeland
last year, it has risen quickly to become the fourth
bestselling gin in its native country and ranks in the
top-ten gins on the world stage.
Margaux Maupate, brand manager for Puerto de
Indias, says: “We are passionate about our gin and
we’ve seen that there is a huge market for strawberry
gin variants. We have a rich heritage and marry
traditional customs of distillation with modern
techniques to craft our drinks. This passion for what we
do really shows in the finished product.”
Spain is home to the biggest gin market in the world
– and the strawberry variant of Puerto de Indias gin was
one of the first of its kind on the market.
Infused with fresh-distilled strawberries grown
locally in Seville, the product is crafted with 100%
natural ingredients and boasts a wildly delicious
smoothness, light on the palate with hints of citrus
and aniseed as well as the iconic, natural taste of the
strawberries. On the nose, the gin has subtle hints of
strawberry and a touch of juniper and aniseed.

98+

The liquid is distilled in traditional copper stills in
one of the oldest distilleries in Seville, with locally
harvested Andalucian strawberries. The gin takes on
the stunning pink colour of the strawberries, giving it
a vibrant look, which guarantees to grab attention. The
suggested serve for Puerto de Indias Strawberry Gin is
over ice, garnished with fresh strawberry slices and a
wedge of lime, topped up with premium tonic water.
The bottle itself features the trademark medallion,
depicting a ship heading out to the New World past
the Torre del Oro, or Gold Tower – the centre of the
city port of Seville and reminiscent of Christopher
Columbus’ voyage to the Americas, which is part of the
brand’s vibrant heritage.
It is worth noting that in 2018, six million bottles of
Puerto de Indias were sold in Spain, while an estimated
18.6 million tourists visited the country in the same
period*. These visitors had the opportunity to see and
taste Puerto de Indias in its native land, falling in love
with the brand and no doubt hoping they will find it in
the UK to remind them of that perfect holiday under the
sun – and now they can!
Puerto de Indias Strawberry Gin is available through
distribution partner Indie Brands, with a 70cl bottle
priced at an RRP of £27.
To find out more please visit www.indiebrands.co.uk,
email info@indiebrands.co.uk or call 01474 327056.

Roundtables
Buyer trips
Retailer promotions
Tastings
Forum panel discussions
Masterclasses

Utilising Harpers unique audience and respected voice we will work
with you to promote your brand/event to the wine and spirit trade.
Organising a launch? Our team can help. From full event management
including, venue sourcing, guest list management, promotional
campaign across print and digital down to design and even
telemarketing we can tailor our offering to suit your needs and desired
outcome.

* Source: Puerto de Indias & Instituto Nacional de Estadistica
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HARPERS WINE STARS

HOW WINE STARS WORKS

Harpers Wine Stars Awards are markedly different from
the run-of-the-mill, being judged by buyers for buyers.
They take blind-assessed quality as the starting point,
but then add two further layers for consideration; value
for money and design and packaging. As such, these
awards are like no other. By taking an holistic approach,
entracts get a much clearer idea of the final wine-buying
consumer really wants from their products.

ROUND 1 – QUALITY

All wines are tasted blind, aside from knowledge of the
region of origin, and assigned a score by each judge
based on quality alone.

ROUND 2 – VALUE

Following the quality assessment of the wines in each
regional flight, prices are then revealed and judges give
additional marks based on the perceived quality-tovalue ratio.

ROUND 3 – DESIGN

The labels of all wines are then revealed, with additional
marks given for the overall packaging and design of
each wine, taking into consideration the intended sales
channel(s) – and thus packaging suitability – for each
wine.
To find out more about entering Wine Stars
competitions contact:
Rick Beaumont
rick.beaumont@agilemedia.co.uk
www.harperswinestars.com

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054

↘↘ Judged by buyers, for buyers.
Harpers Wine Stars Awards has
successfully launched with much positve
feedback from the trade setting judging
criteria designed to mirror the buying
decisions of our trade audience.
Harpers.co.uk

EVENTS
OUR EVENTS

↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘
↘↘

SITT
Design Awards
50 Best Indies
Wine Stars
Think Spirits
Think Italy
Think France
Hot 50

SITT
Bringing Specialists
and Independents Together

SINCE 2005

Harpers.co.uk
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PRINT ADVERTISING
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SUPPLYING ARTWORK:

↘↘ PDF is our preferred format, supplied
as PDFv1.3, composite CMYK. PDFs made
to the PPA Pass4Press standard will meet
our specifications. We can also accept files
in these formats: Quark Express, Adobe
InDesign, Photoshop; Illustrator.
↘↘ All live matter to be 10mm away from
trim measurement.
↘↘ Bleed should be added to all 4 edges.
↘↘ Double page spreads a 20mm gutter is
required for all live matter.
↘↘ All files should be supplied in CMYK
process only without ICC profiles. The
maximum ink density should not exceed
280% (C+M+Y+K). No spot, rgb, lab or
solid pantone colours should be used.
↘↘ Images must be CMYK and 300dpi at
the finished size, preferably supplied in
TIFF or EPS format without compression.
↘↘ Avoid logos or images from web sites,
as the resolution will be 72dpi.
↘↘ Fonts should be PostScript type 1.
We cannot guarantee that Opentype, or
Multiple Master fonts will print correctly.

HARPERS MAGAZINE IS SIZE: 215mm x 275mm (width x height)
TYPE AREA: (10mm away from trim) TRIM: (Actual page size)

BLEED: (3mm on all 4 sides)

AD SIZE

Width

Height

Width

Height

Width

Height

DPS

410mm

255mm

430mm

275mm

436mm

281mm

Full page

195mm

255mm

215mm

275mm

221mm

281mm

1/2 page DPS horizontal

410mm

115mm

430mm

135mm

436mm

141mm

1/2 page horizontal

167mm

96mm

187mm

116mm

193mm

122mm

1/2 page vertical

68.5mm

222mm

88.5mm

242mm

94.5mm

248mm

1/4 page horizontal

167mm

32mm

187mm

52mm

193mm

58mm

1/4 page portrait

68.5mm

96mm

88.5mm

116mm

94.5mm

122mm

1/4 page vertical

23.75mm

222mm

43.75mm

242mm

49.75mm

248mm

187mm

28.5mm

193mm

34.5mm

1/8 page horizontal

FULL PAGE DPS
430 MM X 275 MM

FULL PAGE
215 MM X 275 MM
1/2 PAGE DPS
430 MM X 135 MM

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL
187 MM X 116 MM

1/2 PAGE
VERTICAL
88.5 MM
X 242MM
1/4 PAGE HORIZONTAL
187 MM X 52 MM

1/4 PAGE
PORTRAIT
88.5 MM
X 116MM

1/4 PAGE VERTICAL
43.75 MM X 242 MM

FILE DELIVERY

↘↘ All files submitted and correspondence
must be identified by our artwork
reference number and the issue date of
the publication. Call 020 7216 6449 or
020 7216 6407 for an artwork reference
number if unsure. If you are sending
complete artwork and not a PDF file you
must first place all the relevant artwork
into a folder and compress/zip the folder.

1/8 PAGE HORIZONTAL
187 MM X 28.5 MM

CONTACT: Kevin Porter
Tel: +44 (0)20 7216 6449
Email:harperswineandspirit@
ccmediagroup.co.uk
Harpers.co.uk
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ONLINE ADVERTISING
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SUPPLYING ARTWORK AND URLS:

↘↘ Please use the chart on the right to
see artwork size and type.
↘↘ If your file exceeds the maxium size,
we will send the file back for resizing.

*WEBSITE BACKGROUND BANNER

↘↘ A central section of 1000 x 1050 should
be left blank. In order to accommodate
most users’ screen resolutions,
advertising messages and branding
elements should be positioned close to
the web page borders, see example.

URL

↘↘ Please provide one web address (URL
link) for each banner.

TRACKING TECHNIQUES

↘↘ If you would like to track your
campaign, you can set up your own
tracking url via Google Analytics. Below
are links to guide you through the
process.
↘↘ Getting started: Click here
↘↘ Google Analytics’ URL Builder tool:
Click here

SUBMISSION LEAD TIME:

↘↘ A minimum of 5 business days before
the start of the campaign (Agile Media
reserves the right to refuse certain
creative material)

Website – Animated
Banner Size

Width px

Height px

File Size kb

File Type

Super Leaderboard

970

90

40

.Gif or .Jpg

Leaderboard

728

90

40

.Gif or .Jpg

Mid Page Unit (MPU)

300

250

40

.Gif or .Jpg

Half Page

300

600

40

.Gif or .Jpg

Banner Size

Width px

Height px

File Size kb

Super Leaderboard Folded

970

90

40

.Gif or .Jpg

Super Leaderboard Expanded Size

970

200

40

.Gif or .Jpg

Banner Size

Width px

Height px

File Size kb

Leaderboard

300

50

40

Banner Size

Width px

Height px

File Size kb

Background *

1600

1050

80

Banner Size

Width px

Height px

File Size kb

Skyscraper

160

600

15

.Gif or .Jpg

Leaderboard

728

90

15

.Gif or .Jpg

Expandable website banner – Animated

Mobile website banner – Non animated
.Gif or .Jpg

Website background banner – non animated
.Gif or .Jpg

Newsletter banner – Non animated

Contact Stuart Sadler on: +44 (0)1293 590054
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ONLINE ADVERTISING
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED...
CREATIVE GUIDE

↘↘ B
 e compelling. Things like images,
brand colors, and clear text help
banner ads stand out.
↘↘ Be concise. Make sure your message
sticks. Always have you brand visable.
↘↘ Be clear. You don't have a lot of
space to work with. Don't try to
say too much; the ad may end up
looking cluttered. Instead, clearly
communicate a single marketing
message about a product. The need for
clarity goes for call-to-actions, too.

Leader board banner

Mid Page Unit
(MPU)

Harpers.co.uk
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COMMERCIAL MANAGER
Stuart Sadler
+44 (0)1293 590054
stuart.sadler@agilemedia.co.uk
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